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A late Gothic polyptich from a church of St. Francis in Pula (made in the second half of XV Ct.), is an example of the works of art that was repeatedly repaired. It's origin refers to the Venetian school of XV Ct. Pula polyptych is carved of larch, the sculptures of lime wood. The height is 370cm. a width 267cm. The monastery was built in the late thirteenth century, and a legend tells that the founder was St. Anthony of Padua, who was the principal of all North Italian monasteries at that time. Themonastery was built before the 1241Ct because Blessed Oton, who was active in it, died 14.XII 1241. During the middle Ages the monastery with the church had a big influence, not only at the religious, but
also at the cultural and social life of Pula. We know that, when the polyptych was made, the monastery was wealthy and for a long time it was one of the largest and most important monasteries in Istria in times when epidemics of plague were reality. Venetian authorities banned further development by cutting down the number of monasteries and monks in the
eighteenth century. It had been closed by the French government in 1805, and later on Austro-Hungarian authority converted the church into a military magazine and modified it for that purpose. Thus, in the1805th polyptych was transferred to the cathedral and in the 1938 returned to the church of St. Francis. For relocation and installation to another location
polyptych was renovated. During World War II poliptych had been brought in Udine, and stayed there untill in the year 1962 when it was returned to its original place in Pula. Extremely fine carving of the frame was already bitten by woodwarms and badly damaged so the restorer Zvonimir Wyroubal traveled from Zagreb to Pula to restore polyptich in a church,
what he did with a help of a carpenter from Archaeological Museum in Pula. In late autumn of 1991 polyptich was dismantled and stored in a safe place due to the threats of aggression that was demolishing Croatian cultural monuments in that moment. When danger had disappeared, the polyptich was carefully examined. It was in such a poor condition that the
installation in the church would not be possible. In 1996 the preventive conservation of polyptich took place in Istrian workshop of the Croatian Conservation Institute
. On that occasion the cross-section
and solubility tests of painted layers were made. All parts of polyptych were carefully packaged and transported to desinsection by gamma radiation to Ruđer Bosković Institute. The polyptich, (composed of different types of wood: larch, poplar, fir, linden) had absorbed a large amount of moisture during years in the shelter, therefore it was deposited in the depot of Croatian Conservation Institute's Istrian workshop in microclimatic conditions required
and retouch, bronze (
and a layer of gesso it was found that there was original gilding underneath on the fine thin ground that faithfully present the original shapes of the fine Gothic carvings (pic.2,3). 2-4 mm thick layer of gesso was removed from the top of fine older gilding, a layer
for a controlled drying. After removal of the top layers of wax (
of wax-soaked and dark red coat with a fake gold were also removed pic. 3). The peripheral parts of the carvings were destroyed by woodworms, so reconstructions of missing forms were executed by modeling and carving in wood and connecting by wooden dowels. Defects in the surface layer (cracks and damages) were repaired with putty. For the function
was carried out to cover all the damages and new reconstructions. For assembling it in the church, it was necessary to remove the corroded iron structure of the back (
and replace it. In the carpentry workshop of the HRZ new construction was made of wood (
of the altar in the church, retouch with golden leaves and gold powder (
. All rusty wrought iron nails were pulled and the joints are connected with wooden dowels. After retouch and application of protective layer, polyptych was biult in the apse of the church of St. Francis in Pula (
Conservation and restoration works were carried out in the Croatian Conservation Institute from June 2002 till December 2004. Head
conservator: Romana Jagić The team: Tomislav Bajić, Vidosav Barac, Aleksandar Bezinović, Siniša Cvetković, Tiha Dabac Golubić, Dragutin Furdi, Davor Filipčić, Darko Ivić ,Nada Novosel, Petra Orlić. Preventive conservation: Toddy Cesar, Bianca Madden, Katie Williams, Chris Young.
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